TORTOLI | EASTERN SARDINIA

Apartment Orri 2

Apartment Orri 2 is a charming garden apartment on the east coast of Sardinia, on one of the most beautiful coastlines of the Mediterranean. In the garden you can relax under two huge palm trees. The garden extends to the beautiful beach, which can be reached after a few steps. Book now!

♀♀♀ 5 Persons  ⬛בירוה 3 Bedrooms  ⚡ 1 Bathroom  🏖️ 100m to the beach  🌸 Price category: D
Holiday apartment on the beach in an orange grove

Apartment Orri 2 is a charming garden apartment on the east coast of Sardinia, on one of the most beautiful coastlines of the Mediterranean. In the garden you can relax under two huge palm trees. The garden extends to the beautiful beach, which can be reached after a few steps. Here, in the heart of the Oligastra's stunning coastline, you can rest in nature, far away from the tourist bustle.

Apartment Orri 2 is your perfect Sardinian holiday home if you...

...want to enjoy the holidays with private beach access and only three other units
...appreciate accommodation in complete tranquillity and with a cosy garden
...want to arrange your holiday away from the tourist routes

Charming garden apartment right on the beach

Apartment Orri 2 is one of two garden apartments of Villa Orri. The two apartments can be rented individually or together. The large, natural garden with palm trees and an outdoor shower makes life outdoors a real experience. Tortoli is the nearest town. In its ancient centre it offers restaurants and shopping. It is half an hour's drive to Arbatax, the port of the east coast. In the immediate vicinity of Villa Orri, you can buy fruit and vegetables directly from the farm, and on the Lido of Orri, a few minutes’ drive away, you will find Italian beach life.
# House details and amenities

## House details

- 🛏️ 5 Persons
- 🏠 Flat
- 🏠 3 Bedrooms
- 🚿 1 Bathroom
- 🛌 2 Double beds
- 🛌 1 Single bed
- 🏖️ 100m to the beach
- 🍼 Suitable for toddlers
- 🐶 pets permitted
- 🚪 property fenced
- 🚪 1 Parking space

## Amenities

- 🍼 Washing machine
- 🛠️ Dishwasher
- 🍽️ Oven
- 📆 TV - SAT (Astra)
- 🌐 No reception
- 🔒 No safe
- 🌡️ A/C in 1 bedroom
- 🐍 No fireplace
- 🔥 Barbecue
- 🌿 Flyscreen
Tortoli – the gateway to nature on Sardinia’s east coast

The town Tortoli unites holiday flair with fascinating nature. A lively harbour, the red rocks of Arbatax and the beautiful beaches of Ogliastra: the heart of Sardinia’s east coast exudes Mediterranean diversity. The green parks of La Sughereta and Batteria sit regally atop a hill, providing a fascinating vantage point out over the sea. Together with the ancient archaeological site S'Ortali 'e su Monti from the 7th century BC and the former cathedral Sant Andrea from the 18th century, they make the town much more than an attractive holiday destination. Those who have enjoyed a glass of cannonau with some traditional culurgiones dumplings whilst gazing at the red rocks of Arbatax will be spellbound by the full charm of Tortoli. And its beaches are pretty special too – no other coast in Sardinia has been awarded more blue flags for excellent water quality and cleanliness. Cala Moresca, for instance, boasts golden, glittering sand and a distinctive rock formation.

Around Tortoli: red rocks surrounded by beautiful landscapes

Nearby beaches

- Cala Luna
- Cala Goloritzé
- Spiaggia di Basaura
- Lido di Orrì
- Spiaggia di Cea
- Spiaggia di Coccorocci
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Garden with sunbeds

House seen from the air

View of the houses Orri just behind the beach without other neighbours

View of the whole villa

Terrace with roof and adjacent garden

Living and dining area with garden access

Fresh sardinian oranges on the table in the garden

Spacious living room with wickered sofa and TV
Spacious living room with sofa corner, dining area and kitchen

Fully equipped kitchen with gas stove and electrical oven

Bright, open kitchen

Well equipped kitchen with dishwasher

Bedroom 1 with garden access

Bedroom 1 with double bed

Bedroom 2 with double bed

Bedroom 3 with one single bed
Bathroom with shower and bidet

Extra bath with washing machine

Outside shower on the way to the beach

Beach in front of the house

Long, white sandy beach of Orri

Cala Goloritzè makes a great excursion, distance about 18 miles from the house

Cala Goloritzè makes a great excursion, distance about 18 miles from the house

Crystal clear water of Cala Goloritzè, distance about 18 miles from the house
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Sunrise in front of the house

Sunrise in front of the house

The town of Tortoli is about 1.9 miles from the house
Floor plan and site plan